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Are you following paleo's or Whole 30's diet plan? I'm not committed to eating about 100%. But in trying to eat healthier, we have tried some different paleo recipes. However, I know that sometimes the idea of making a grain-free, legume-free and all (or mostly) dairy-free meal can be overwhelming. But it doesn't have to be! There are really plenty of great,
simple paleo recipes! So, thanks to Foodie.com partnership, I've created a delicious collection with over 15 practical paleo ideas. There are a variety of options here – smoothies and treats and perfect dinner ideas! Just click on the slideshow to see all my choices and be taken to recipes! Check out Mom Endeavors' Practical Paleo Foodie.com don't they all
look good? The hands-down blog favourite has been one pannulohi &amp; vegetables dinner (already over 150,000 pins!!). It's so easy to do and an easy everyday recipe! For a healthy lunch, I love tuna-tuned avocados or shrimp and avocado salad! Yum! Only some healthy meal changes can really be useful! I'm really excited to try some grain-free muffin
recipes! So, be sure to check out this slideshow to save these recipes. And for more great recipe collections, follow me at Foodie. Do you have any Paleo meals? Disclosure: This is part of a sponsored campaign to Foodie.com. As always, my opinions, experiences (and recipe choices) are entirely mine. Pin It Reviewed by Jess, a Suppers member Became
interested in Paleo's lifestyle a few years ago because my lifelong digestive problems had taken a turn for the worse. My son, who was in primary school at the time, made an innocent (but still offensive) comment that brought the matter acutely to mind. At the same time, I read that people who remove dairy products, legumes, grains and processed foods,
including sugars from their diet, can have a noticeable improvement on digestive symptoms. I already suspected I was lactose (dairy) intolerant, so I decided to give it a try. Within days, my digestive problems had almost completely dissipated. Some people who make an elimination diet like me eventually try to take foods again to test intolerance/sensitivity.
However, I felt so great (wonderful energy, no more gas/swelling/irregular poop) that I decided to continue avoiding dairy products, legumes, grains and processed foods. It wasn't until later that I realized I was eating a so-called Paleo diet (or a Paleolithic or ingeniary diet). When I realized there was a name for it, I started looking for more resources. Diane
Sanfilippo's practical Paleo is a great place to start for those who are interested in learning more - or those who know the paleo lifestyle but want to shape it to address certain health goals or Questions. The author claims: Your health requires you to help yourself. There's no cookie cutter paleo diet. People are at different starting points for the trip, they have
various diseases/ailments and have different needs (those who want direction for healthy food choices, compared to those who need a comprehensive plan). You can find exceptional health in beautifully simple, unprocessed, whole foods. In the first part of the book, Sanfillippo gives a thorough and easily understandable explanation of the Paleo diet, its
consequences and the rationale behind the recommendations (though not always about supportive research/data). There is a minihealth assessment that warns readers of symptoms that could be improved by adopting the Paleo lifestyle. She explains how irritating foods can affect digestive integrity (leaking intestines), leading to changes in the immune
system, which can increase inflammation throughout the body. He also discusses how eating macronutrients (fats/ proteins/carbohydrates) in different amounts can affect saturation, blood sugar, insulin and related metabolic processes. All this is at odds with conventional wisdom (i.e. USDA recommendations) because of a healthy diet. In the first part and
throughout, the book contains several summary diagrams (Guide to Storing the Paleo Pantry, Guide to Cooking Oils, etc.), which I found useful and still refer to today! The second part of Practical Paleo has meal plans that allow readers to customize their individual needs. I found it most useful to consider a number of meal plans that I thought would apply to
my situation (and different plans have appealed to me at different points). Sanfilippo encourages readers to find a plan to help them achieve their own personal health goals (You are unique). For each meal plan, she offers:Dietary and lifestyle recommendations: more (+) and avoid (-)Dietary supplements to consider That nutrients and the foods containing
themQuick list yes food30 day meal plan (linked by page number to back recipes)Her meal plans look at these health challenges:Autoimmune conditionsBlood sugar regulationDigestive healthThyroid healthMS, Fibromyalgia and Chronic FatigueNeurological Health Heart HealthAthletic PerformanceFat LossSqueaky Clean or strict PaleoThe third part of the
book is a cooking part that includes:Kitchen BasicsHerb and Spice BlendsThe simplification of butter/broth/fermentationRecipes that offer preparation and cooking times; how to change it; and a quick check for foods that are often avoided in some meal plans (nuts, eggs, nightscreens, FODMAPS) and some (but not always) change options I have found recipes
simple and easy to follow, with relatively short lists of ingredients. In addition, they are referred to as meal plans, so it is easy to if you have special needs (such as avoiding allergens such as eggs or nuts). All in all, however, this is a great book for the new people in Paleo who want to learn more about it, or for people familiar with Paleo who want suggestions
to be tailored health issues. But I have a few criticisms. The author suggests that Paleo is not a diet, but a way of life. Although she recommends certain lifestyle changes (increasing stress, quality and the amount of sleep), she doesn't offer much practical suggestions on how to achieve these lifestyle changes. Other Paleo writers and bloggers provide wider
resources for stress management, sleep, exercise, play, etc. This is primarily a book about food (and supplements). I have become aware that there are a lot of lore in nutrition literature in general that have not been validated in studies. It is not uncommon for nutritionists to cite information in support of their arguments and omitte the data to contradict their
arguments. In trying to make his guide user-friendly, I think Sanfilippo has given up some scientific validation. In addition, you can look at the list of specialized meal plans and think that Paleo is a cure for the disease. Readers may want to maintain a healthy level of skepticism and curiosity as they go through the first part of the book — and may want to
familiarize themselves with other sources for more information. This is particularly important to me with regard to supplements. Dietary supplements can have pharmacological effects, which means they can offer benefits, but they can have side effects. Scientific testing is much less rigorous for supplements, so it is not always clear how much should be taken
to get the desired effect OR what may happen to take supplements. When a prescription is received from a healthcare provider, ideally the provider would have weighed the risks and benefits and discussed them with the patient. So readers of this book may want to do more research on various suggested supplements, perhaps even discuss with a health care
provider why they could be recommended for some space, how much should be taken and what side effects can be expected. And then there are a lot of unanswered costs. Supplements can be expensive! The final criticism comes on behalf of vegetarians: Due to the exclusion of dairy and legumes (and sometimes eggs), eating a paleo vegetarian diet can be
difficult. Sanfilippo offers vegetarians a short section on how to reintroduce meat, but does not otherwise talk to vegetarian needs. Vegetarians who want to get to know the Paleo model without reintroducing meat may want to look for other resources. For more information, seeMini health assessment - ask:How do you feel most of the time? How's your fitness
or athletic performance? What is the composition of your body? How are your moods? Does your energy level vary all day? How's your appetite? Do you have any food cravings? How's your skin? Visio? Dental health? Bowel movements? Have you been diagnosed with a specific state of health? List Foods Guide (p. 29)Paleo Pantry Storage Guide (p.
30)Guide to food quality (p. (p. for fats and oils (p 44)Guide to cooking fats (p 45)Guide to digestion (p. 74)Guide to poop (p. 75)Guide to improving leaking intestines (p. 88)Gluten guide (p. 89)Guide Dense Paleo Carbs sources (p. 110)Guide to sweeteners (p. 111)My family's eating habits changed somewhat as a result of mine (I am the main buyer and
chef), although I did not install my habits for them or the kitchen or shopping cart. Eating like this helped us as a family. We became more aware of where our food came from, trying to eat more locally grown, grass-fed/pastured and organic produce. We also became much more aware of the natural seasonality of both meat and products - one year we made a
completely local and seasonal Thanksgiving dinner! About a year after I started, I convinced my husband to try a similar elimination diet for a month and he found a new appreciation for the ways sugar and concentrated carbohydrates make him feel. Although I try to stick to a stricter, limited version of the Paleo diet due to my indigestion, my husband is more
flexible, eating paleo 80% of the time. My kitchen is mostly Paleo, but there are other options available, especially for my teenage son, who I think needs to learn how to make his own choices. I hope he learns by example. In my opinion, there is no single right path or nutritional plan for everyone. There are a lot of claims online about what Paleo is and isn't (no
dairy vs. just pastured, grass-fed dairy), but I think the Paleo movement has a lot to offer people with different goals and needs. The practical Paleo is just the beginning. Other resources I have found useful in my journey have been whole30.com theclothesmakethegirl.com. theclothesmakethegirl.com.
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